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1. Go to: www.mappslab.org

2. Student Sign In
Enter User Name and Password
(ex. s0000670 and Password bryantturkey71)

3. Double Click on Your Classroom Map
(ex. TravelWell Schools 1021-4)

4. Find Utah on the map

5. PIN TOOL: Place a PIN on Utah
Click the Pencil on your Utah pin
Play with adding text and editing pin color and
other effects

6. ROUTE TOOL: Draw a route measuring distance
from Utah to another country
Click the route tool
Click to start adding sections of your route
Double Click to end the route when you
reach the country

7. Play with adding text and editing route color
and other effects
Note that the line measures distance in miles

EDITING PINS and ROUTES LATER
You can edit your route after
you draw it to make It better by
clicking the EDIT Tool and then
clicking on the pins or circles on the routes
to drag the routes around

TIP:Whenever you need to erase a pin
or route click on the Garbage Can in
the BOX

Learn the app in 10 minutes
GO!!

TIP: You can add
Web Links,
YouTube Videos,
and Photos to you
pins and routes
PLAY!!

Map Scale





Please REFRESH PAGE whenever you make a change that doesn’t
seem to take place
—this is a beta version
Thank You for testing

Add a new class. Or add to an old class

Add a new class MAP or MAPS

Stop Presentation

MappsLab App—Adding Students—Couldn’t be easier, really

Adding Students—Bulk or Individually
Just copy and paste class list, or names, or numbers
Each COMMAmakes a new student account
—However you want your students to be identified

—User names and easy to remember passwords created instantly

Play—You can easily delete names and start over

First you may need/want to create a New Class and New Class Map(s)

Help?
Try:
John Schaefer
(801) 455-1456 text/call
john@CMWworld.org
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